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Sophomores
participate in Day of
Service

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In order to encourage discussions
of purpose, community and identity
amongst sophomore students, Associate Dean of Students and Dean of the
Sophomore Class Rose Wasielewski
partnered with the Office of Student
Activities and the Center for Community Engagement and Social Change
(CCE) to create Sophomore Day of
Service.
Thursday, Oct. 4, marked the day,
and two different service opportunities were provided for students.
With help from the CCE,
Wasielewski was able to plan a service
opportunity on-campus as well as offcampus for students to participate in
during their midterm reading period.
Wasielewski hoped sophomores
would utilize a day off from classes to
give back to the Appleton community.
The off-campus option, originally
the only option, was led by sophomore Morgan Fisher, one of the office
managers in the CCE.
This option included volunteering
at Riverview Gardens, a local nonprofit organization, to prepare the
land for winter. Tasks included weed
pulling and working on hoop houses.
Prior to leaving campus on a bus,
students attended an ethical service
training in order to learn about
privilege and how to serve alongside
community members in an ethical
way. This opportunity was open to
approximately 40 participants, but
fewer than 10 participated.
The on-campus option was created by junior Papo Morales, the
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Equal Access to Education Program
Coordinator in the CCE.
Morales hosted a viewing of
“Waiting for Superman,” a documentary that criticizes the American
public education system by following
several students as they attempt to
be accepted into competitive charter
schools.
Although this event was specifically geared towards sophomores, it
was open to all students in order to
provide a deeper understanding of
the Equal Access to Education Service
Area.
Similar to Riverview Gardens,
attendance for this event was much
lower than expected. According to
Wasielewski, the poor attendance
could be due to students using their
time off from classes to go home,
sleep or simply not make plans.
Despite the low turnout,

Wasielewski is still eager to incorporate service into sophomores’ lives
and intends to poll around campus
for when this event might be better
planned.
Wasielewski is focused on the
sophomore class because she is
currently serving as the Dean of the
Sophomore Class, a role created just
this year. The sophomore class is currently the only class to be designated
a specific dean. Wasielewski’s role
was created in order to combat what
has been referred to as the “Sophomore Slump.”
This “slump” occurs across universities, possibly for several reasons.
Wasielewski proposed reasons such
as the need to choose a major during
sophomore year, a push to create
one’s own community as opposed
to being provided one for first-year
students, shifting identities and even
a seeming lack of support after the
care and guidance of the first-year
experience.
Wasielewski strives to support
students in order to encourage them
not just to remain at Lawrence but to
thrive.
She is working towards this goal
specifically with the pillars of community, identity and purpose — topics
that she has found evidence both
statistically and anecdotally to be
extremely relevant to the sophomore
year experience.
The Explore Sophomore program
includes activities and reflections
about these topics through a curriculum of weekly meetings, but
Wasielewski seeks to promote these
pillars to all students.
She believes that “service can be
a great way for [students] to figure
out their purpose, who they are, who
they want to be.” For this reason,
Wasielewski created Sophomore Day
of Service.
Additional resources specifically
geared for sophomore students are
available on the Sophomore Resource
Page where Wasielewski plans to post
reminders and upcoming programs.
She is available via email and in her
office on the second floor of Raymond
House.
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Photo Feature:
BSU Roller
Skating
On Friday, Oct.
25, Lawrence’s
Black Student
Union (BSU)
relieved some
of their sixthweek stress
and went roller
skating!
Middle: Sophomore Mary Oludayo
Bottom: Sophomore Sheldon
Garmin
Photos by
Sarah Navy

Greenfire welcomes Citizens Climate Lobby to campus
McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Oct. 23, Lawrence University and the student organization
Greenfire welcomed Dan Duffin from
the organization Citizens Climate
Lobby (CCL). He gave a small talk on
climate change, what his organization
is doing to help combat it and some
strategies that everyday citizens can
use to try and assist.
CCL is a nonpartisan, international organization that seeks to find
actionable solutions to our changing
climate while respecting everyone
along the way. Right now, a bill they
have advocated for is pending in Congress. The bill is called the Carbon
Fee and Dividend Policy (CFD), and it
is designed to try and curb the continual use of fossil fuels while not placing the blame on the everyday person.
The CFD will charge companies a fee
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at the source for extracting and burning fossil fuels, then redistribute that
back to consumers, offsetting much of
the cost to everyday folks. This refund
would start at $288 per month for
each person. However, the goal of the
bill is to increase the fee charged to
extractors of fuels each year. As such,
the return would increase to almost
$400 per month within 20 years.
According to Duffin, the power of
this bill is that it would be “sticky,”
meaning that it would not change
or be eliminated with changing administrations. Part of the reason for
that stickiness is the overwhelming
benefits that are associated with the
CFD. In a report done by the Remi
Group, an economic institute, this bill
could create millions of new jobs and
over 70% of Americans would either
be unaffected or see a direct monetary
gain from the policy. Additionally,
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thanks to reduced emissions, the bill
could save over 200,000 lives in just
20 years due to lower emissions.
While skepticism abounds with
any bill that seeks to impose large
changes like this, a similar initiative is
already in place in Canada. After the
policy was enacted in British Columbia in 2008, gasoline consumption
dropped from 24 gallons per month
in 2000 to just 20 gallons per month
in 2015. With each increase in the
tax rate on carbon dioxide emissions,
the monthly gasoline consumption
decreased significantly.
If getting involved in this issue
sounds interesting, the biggest thing
one can do is go to the meetings of
Appleton’s local CCL chapter. Citizens
can also write to Congress. Representatives and senators pay attention to
the volume of letters, calls and emails
they receive.
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LU prof. tours for recent
book on Spiro Agnew

Upcoming Events
Sun. 11/3 - 5 p.m. - Wellness Center - Bubble Soccer
Come join the fun of bubble soccer. Bring some friends or just join in.

Alex Freeman

Mon. 11/4 - 9:30 p.m. - Mead Witter - Jazz Jam
Opening set by Lawrence musicians followed by an open jam session.

Copy Editor

_____________________________________

Tues. 11/5 - 11 a.m. - Kraemer Room - Francophone Seminar in Senegal Info Session
Come learn about the study abroad program in Dakar, Senegal, from past participants! This is a great opportunity to learn more about the program — life, culture,
academics, host families, etc. — and bring up any questions or concerns that you may
have!
Tues. 11/5 - 5:30 p.m. - Cinema - Border Walls and Human Flows
The German department, in conjunction with government, film studies, ethnic studies and others will be hosting a free screening of the film “Human Flow” and hosting
a roundtable discussion and Q&A with members of these departments to follow the
screening as part of the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall 30 years ago.
Tues. 11/5 - 6 p.m. - Memorial Hall 105 - IlLUstrator Meeting
A weekly gathering for students interested in illustration, comics, graphic novels, etc.
Come for inspiration, new techniques and camaraderie!
Wed. 11/6 - 4:30 p.m. - Wriston Auditorium - Artist Talk: Ben Blount
Ben Blount is a designer and letterpress printer who loves type, teaching and putting
ink on paper. He will discuss his work which explores questions of race and identity
and the stories we tell ourselves about living in America.
Wed. 11/6 - 6 p.m. - Steitz 102 - NEW-ACS lecture: Dr. Kevin Crawford
Lecture sponsored by the American Chemical Society, Northeast WI Section.
Thurs. 11/7 - 6:30 p.m. - Warch Gallery - Pet Therapy
Meet Revere, Lawrence’s golden retriever therapy dog, and his handler Elsa.
Fri. 11/8 - 7:30 p.m. - Memorial Chapel - Fred Sturm Jazz Weekend Celebration:
Lawrence University Studio Orchestra Concert
Lawrence University presents a special event combining the sounds of the Jazz Ensemble & Symphony Orchestra with featured performances by members of the Jazz
Faculty.
Sun. 11/10 - 4:30 p.m. - Sabin House - Catholic Campus Mass
Gather with Father Bill from St. Mary’s Parish to celebrate Catholic mass on campus.
Mon. 11/11 - 5:30 p.m. - History Museum at the Castle - Stories from the Wreckage:
From Wisconsin to India - How Great Lakes shipwrecks connect the Midwest with
North American and World

Australia
The Australian government’s consumer watchdog agency accused
Google of willfully obscuring
settings on Android phones that
would let consumers stop their
location data from being collected.
Court documents allege that from
2017 to 2018, Google made it
seem like turning off the setting
“Location History” would prevent
location data from being collected,
when in reality, a second setting,
“Web & App Activity,” also had to
be disabled in order to stop location data collection. Courts also
allege that Google failed to inform
Android users that their data was
collected to help Google generate
advertisements for third parties.
The Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission plans to
take Google to court for these
apparent attempts to misinform
Android customers. (NPR)

World

Lawrence became the fourth
stop on the book tour for “Republican Populist: Spiro Agnew and the
Origins of Donald Trump’s America”
on Oct. 28, just 10 days after the book
was published. The three authors,
Lawrence’s Professor of History and
Robert S. French Professor of American Studies Jerald Podair, President
of Ripon College Zach Messitte and
Professor of History at St. Mary’s
College of Maryland Charles Holden,
were all in attendance.
Altogether, the event was slightly
under 90 minutes, opening with
introductions by Professor of History
Jake Frederick, then moving into
a 30-minute presentation by the
authors immediately followed by a
question and answer session.
Work on the book began in 2015
— before the election of President
Donald Trump. According to Podair,
Trump’s election made the book more
relevant and helped to attract attention, even though the book’s focus is
primarily on former Vice President
Spiro Agnew.
“We realized that there was a story
here that hadn’t been told — that
Spiro Agnew was someone who, to
a certain extent, had been ghosted
out of American history,” Messitte
said. “And in part, this was because
of his downfall at the end, but he had,
we thought, an overlooked legacy —
something that people hadn’t thought
about.”
The book talk discussed two key
points of the work: Agnew’s intense
populist appeal and the shift in image and base for the Republican and
Democratic Parties. By campaigning
on a populist message — often including statements seen as offensive to
much of the public, according to
Podair — Agnew was able to appeal to
the “average man,” specifically white
working class citizens who felt they
were otherwise being ignored.
Agnew was so successful in this
appeal that he was instrumental in

News

Compiled by Carl Richardson
Lebanon
Saad Hariri, Lebanon’s Prime
Minister, resigned after anti-government protests throughout the
country. Uncertainty is spreading
through the recently stable country,
as its people may have to create a
brand new government. These protests were sparked in response to tax
proposals that included a tax on calls
made using the app WhatsApp, and
grew over two weeks into protests
against the country’s whole political system. Government institutions
and banks closed amid the protests.
Hariri announced his resignation
before, in 2017, before un-resigning,
so it remains to be seen whether he
commits to stepping down this time.
(NPR)

shifting the view of the Republican
Party from being the party of rich
elites focused on economic concerns
to a party of populists with cultural
concerns. Likewise, the Democratic
Party shifted from being viewed as
the party of the people to the party of
coastal elites, intellectuals, minorities
and the media.
“It’s not that they take their
economic success for granted,” Podair
said in regard to formerly Democratic
members of the white working class.
“But they started out poor in the
1930s. They made it into the working
class. And now by the 1960s, they
own homes of their own, they’re in
what we consider economically the
middle class. So my theory is always
that cultural issues come to the
floor when economic issues are less
important.”
Despite Agnew’s campaign gaffes,
including calling a Japanese reporter
a derogatory slur and referring to
people of Polish descent with ethnic
slurs, Agnew was still able to garner
favor with the often overlooked white
working class — much in the same
way Trump appealed to them during the 2016 election, according to
Podair.
This, Podair said, leads to the
most relevant aspect of the book: political candidates on both sides of the
aisle need to ensure they gain broad
support, especially from the large
number of white working class voters
who do not feel heard, if they want to
win a national election.
“It teaches us to take large segments of the American voting population seriously,” Podair said, “because
electoral politics is not necessarily
about defeating your opponent, but
convincing your opponent. Writing off large swaths of the American
voting public — white working class,
white middle class — as deplorable, as
Hillary Clinton so infamously did in
the 2016 election is a great way to lose
that election, which is exactly what
she did. These are not perfect people,
but they do have legitimate concerns
that need to be taken seriously.”

Syria
Founder and leader of terrorist group
ISIS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, was
killed by United States military forces
in a special operation. President
Trump said that al-Baghdadi activated a suicide vest after being cornered
by U.S. forces and that al-Baghdadi’s
remains had been positively identified. Trump thanked Russia, Turkey,
Syria, Iraq and the Syrian Kurds for
supporting the mission. (NPR)

Nepal
Nepal’s Nirmal Purja became the first
mountaineer to summit the world’s
14 highest peaks in six months and
six days, beating the previous record
time by more than seven years. “I am
overwhelmed and incredibly proud,”
Purja said of his achievement in a
statement. “It has been a grueling but
humbling six months, and I hope to
have proven that anything is possible
with some determination, self-belief
and positivity.” According to NPR,
“Mingma David Sherpa, who accompanied Purja on nine of the climbs,
also became the youngest person to
summit all 14 of these peaks.” (NPR)

Hong Kong
Joshua Wong, pro-democracy
advocate in Hong Kong, was
barred from running in a local
district council’s elections. A city
official said that Wong’s calls for
Hong Kong’s self-determination
were incompatible with an oath
of allegiance to the city and its
constitution. Wong clarified that
he and the Demosistō movement
he belongs to “do not promote and
support independence as an option
of self-determination.” Wong and
other activists have been barred
from running in elections before,
but Wong is the only person to
be barred in this election cycle.
Tensions are running high after
recent protests in Hong Kong, and
Hong Kong Chief Executive Carrie
Lam blames protestors like Wong
for Hong Kong’s recent financial
recession. (NPR)
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Vikings fall to UWSP in opener
Gannon Flynn
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Lawrence men’s hockey
team began the season this Oct. 26,
opening with an exhibition match
against the University of WisconsinStevens Point Pointers.
An unfortunate first match to
have, as the Pointers did not lose a single game in the 2018-19 season (29-02), winning a sixth national championship in the process. Lawrence
University was unable to keep their
win streak, losing the contest 4-1.
Lawrence’s defense held up
through the first period, but struggled
to score as well, and both teams left
the first period scoreless. However,
the Vikings let the Pointers run the
score up in the second period, with
penalties leading to three power plays
that helped UWSP sink four shots

against an outnumbered Lawrence
defense; two of those four goals came
less than 40 seconds apart from one
another. The Pointer’s defense still
held up, however, and the Vikings did
not score until the third period, when
senior forward Jake Drinkard buried
a shot 22 seconds in. This was the last
score by either team, and aggressive
defense by the Pointers allowed them
to take home the exhibition win.
As tough as beginning with a 0-1
record may feel for some, a first game
against a national champion is certainly not a basis for what problems a
team needs fixing.
The Vikings will move on to a
doubleheader next week, playing the
Gustavus Adolphus Golden Gusties
before heading into a three-week span
of conference matchups against Trine,
Aurora and Finlandia. If there’s any
kinks for the team to work out, it is
ideal they do it quickly.

STANDINGS

Above: Senior Jordan Boehlke chases down the puck.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

Coach's Corner:
Jocelyn Kleiber
By Kelli Quick

~Fast Facts~
Hometown:
Edina, Minnesota
Education:
-Niagara University '12
(B.S. in Sports Management)
-Robert Morris University '15
(M.S. in Organizational
Leadership)
Experience:
-Graduate Asst. Coach at
Robert Morris University
-Asst. Coach at North
American Hockey Academy
-Asst. Coach at Stevenson
University
Favorite Quote:
"Practice like you play, play
like you practice."

Photo by Caroline Garrow.

Kelli Quick: Why are you interested in being the women’s hockey head
coach? Where and how did your interest for hockey start? Did you used to
play yourself?
Coach Kleiber: Becoming the women’s hockey coach here at Lawrence was
a very intriguing position to me because of the professional goals I have for
myself. I have always wanted to become a coach since I was young and was
lucky enough to get into the college level of coaching a year after graduating from my college playing days at Niagara University. I was the graduate
assistant for the Robert Morris University women’s hockey team and worked
primarily as the director of hockey operations, video coach and equipment
manager, so I got a lot of the administrative background experience that many
people do not realize goes into coaching at this level. I believe there is a lot
of untapped potential for college hockey in the Wisconsin market even with
the eight other university programs in the state that offer women’s hockey. I
felt that this was the best path for me to further my knowledge as a hockey
coach and the opportunity to create a program from the ground up was too
great to pass up.
KQ: How does it feel to be the first women’s hockey head coach? How do you
want to mold this program? What are your goals for the next few years and
how do you plan on making it grow? In other words, what’s your game plan?
CK: It’s a great feeling to have for leading this program from the start. I give
a lot of thanks to our Director of Athletics, Christyn Abaray, for believing in
me and having the confidence that I will get this program off the ground.
There are a handful of accomplishable goals that I have for this group, including going for double-digit wins in their first year, which some may say seems
a little farfetched, but we as a team are going to do our best to get it done. I
would love to be competing for a conference championship within the first
five years of our program’s history. It’s good to have big goals set out for yourself and the program you’re in charge of leading. It’s going to be an exciting
time next year when we’re finally on the ice together as a group and playing
in our first game!
KQ: Where did you grow up and have you always been into sports, such as
hockey?
CK: I’m from Edina, Minn. Edina is known as a hockey community, but I
only had one cousin that played hockey before I started. My parents didn’t
play and my sister didn’t pick it up until after I had been playing for a couple
of years. I was fortunate enough to grow up playing in one of the best youth
associations in the state but actually started with the boys because there
weren’t any girls’ teams. Today, the Edina Hockey Association is home of the

largest girls’ association in all of Minnesota. I also played just about every
other sport available when I was younger: soccer, softball, basketball, flag
football, swimming and golf. Playing all of those sports growing up allowed
me to become a very good athlete when it came to playing hockey because of
the different skills I learned from those sports that translated me into getting
to play D1 hockey for Niagara University. I love watching hockey specifically
the Minnesota Wild and the U.S. Women’s National Hockey Team when they
have televised games, but I really love watching tennis and the U.S. Women’s
National Soccer Team. I’m a big fan of Serena Williams and all that she and
her sister Venus have done for tennis and women’s sports.
KQ: Do you have a particular quote that you live by and would like to implement into your future players?
CK: The quote I think I use a lot when it comes to coaching has to be,
“Practice like you play, play like you practice.” If you give 100% every day
in practice, you’ll be able to give 100% in the games. If you go through the
motions or only give 80% of yourself during that day’s practice, thinking
you’re going to be at 100% when it comes to game time, that is not going to
happen, plain and simple.
KQ: What are you most looking forward to about this new job?
CK: I think the most exciting part of this job is the fact that when I speak
with recruits, telling them that they’ll be the first to wear our jersey in our
program’s and school’s history is a pretty cool thing to get to do. I know that
it’s an exciting opportunity for me as a coach, but it’s a very cool opportunity
for the student athletes because they get to be part of building the team’s
culture and setting the standard for the future of Lawrence women’s hockey.
KQ: My time at Lawrence has given me the opportunity to try activities that I
would have never thought I could or would get a chance to do. Now that you
are stepping into this environment, becoming a Lawrentian, you'll also have
this opportunity. How will you forge your own Lawrence Difference?
CK: I’m excited to get thoroughly involved with the Lawrence family and
community as well as the Appleton community. This year already has been
pretty busy with recruiting in this inaugural class, but once I’m able to get
that group finalized, I’ll have more time to get Lawrence women’s hockey
into the community with our volunteering efforts and involvement with the
Appleton Youth Hockey teams. I’ve also been looking into joining an adult
league for myself so that I can get back onto the ice and play the game I’ve
loved since I first stepped out on the ice.

FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
3-0
St. Norbert
3-0
Macalester
1-2
Ripon
1-2
Beloit
1-2
Lawrence
0-3

OVR
6-1
4-2
3-4
1-6
1-6
1-6

South Division
Monmouth
2-0
Chicago
2-0
Illinois
2-1
Grinnell
0-0
Knox
0-2
Cornell
0-3

4-2
4-2
5-2
0-3
2-4
2-5

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell#*
9-0
10-0
Lake Forest*
8-1
11-1
St. Norbert*
7-2
8-4
Lawrence*
6-3
8-6
Cornell
5-4
8-7
Monmouth
4-5
6-8
Illinois
3-6
6-7
Beloit
2-7
3-7
Ripon
1-8
2-10
Knox
0-9
2-11
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
7-1
Lake Forest
7-1
St. Norbert
5-1-1
Lawrence
4-4
Monmouth
3-3-2
Cornell
3-3-2
Beloit
3-5
Grinnell
2-5-1
Illinois
2-6
Ripon
0-7

OVR
13-3-2
9-7-1
12-4-2
8-7-1
8-6-2
5-9-3
5-10-2
6-9-1
6-11-2
1-14-1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox#*
7-0-1
12-4-2
Monmouth*
6-2
13-3-1
Cornell*
5-1-2
11-5-2
Lake Forest
4-2-2
9-5-3
St. Norbert
4-3-1
8-8-1
Grinnell
3-3-2
6-7-3
Ripon
2-4-2
4-11-2
Lawrence
2-6
9-9
Beloit
2-6
4-12
Illinois
0-8
5-12
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell#*
8-0
St. Norbert*
8-1
Illinois*
7-2
Grinnell*
6-2
Lake Forest
4-4
Monmouth
4-5
Ripon
2-6
Knox
2-7
Lawrence
2-7
Beloit
0-9

OVR
16-7
22-7
18-7
21-4
11-13
12-13
4-19
11-18
6-20
7-15

* - Clinched MWC Tournament Berth
# - MWC Season Champion

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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“New Recognition Ceremony”
The following story is satire. All events
and characters are fictional.
By Claire Zimmerman

Ink
By Allegra Taylor

Color in this drawing!

We all like to be recognized for
our hard work. Lawrence University
has had a history of recognizing students and staff alike, as evidenced
by the Honor’s Convocation held
each year. However, this convocation happens once a year at the end
of the year. People have questioned
if it would be wise to bring in another
celebration earlier in the year. Some
say that it would be, as it would keep
students and faculty motivated to
keep trying their best. Others say
that it’s best to wait until the end
of the year so that an entire year’s
worth of achievements can be celebrated.
The proposed recognition ceremony would be divorced from the
prestigious Honor’s Convocation.
Instead, it would be a silly affair
devoted to every day happenings.
It has been suggested that it should
take place right after Halloween, so
that everyone’s spookiest efforts can
be recognized. In essence, instead of
an academic Honor’s ceremony, it
would be one based on one’s spirit,
both in school and in life.
There would be a few categories.
Strategically held after Halloween,
many of the awards will be based on
the holiday. Another category will be
in relation to Welcome Week. The
third category will be on day-to-day
actions.
One must go all out to win one
of the coveted Halloween awards.
One is, “best pumpkin decorating.”
Students may have observed carved
pumpkins around campus, and
this feat will not go uncelebrated.
While students may not have put
their names on their masterpieces,
surveillance tape will help to track
down each talented carver. While
some think that this is a violation
of student privacy, others think it’s
time that students get recognized
for the hard work they do. Another
award is best costume. On Thursday,
students and faculty could be seen
parading around campus with some
conspicuous costumes. The most

outrageous costumes of all deserve
the most recognition, and there are
two prizes to be won. There will be
other prizes, but they have been kept
anonymous so that students don’t
get ahead of themselves and cause
too much chaos.
Welcome Week is another
time filled with festivities. Awards
for this category will be specific to
incoming freshmen and transfer
students and their CORE leaders.
Every student who has maintained
all their Welcome Week friendships
up until this point in the term will
be awarded. Every CORE leader will
be named in the program, as they all
deserve recognition for their hard
work and community building.
Finally, day-to-day activities
will be celebrated. These awards
have not been named yet, as the dayto-day activities are unique to each
member of our campus. While it
won’t be an annual award, students
will be remembered for the small
things they did. We expect there to
be “record for how long a door was
held open for other people” and “farthest distance someone said ‘bless
you’ to a stranger” awards. If you
notice people lurking around campus with notepads, stopwatches and
rulers, they are most likely taking
data for this ceremony.
While some may feel like these
awards are infringing on Lawrence
University members’ privacy, we also
like knowing what great unnoticed
things are going around our campus.
Student motivation dips frequently
on this campus and having small bits
of recognition throughout the year
may prove helpful to the students
and faculty who work so hard. While
there is an overwhelming amount
of opposition to this new awards
ceremony, it is possible that it will
happen regardless.

Eric

By Tia Colbert
Eric is dissatisfied.
He watches the shadow swing
back and forth over the nothing
spread out before him, and he would
much rather be doing anything else.
He flips over onto his back,
darkening the tint of his solar visors.
He imagines that this must be a lot
like night was like. To be able to go
outside after dark.
There is no after dark anymore.
Only the ever present, pressing, hot
light.
In the distance, metal creaks as
it warps. Eric sighs, another thing
he’ll have to repair soon.
“Kinnamen, get down here!”
Eric scrambles up, his footsteps
landing heavily on the metal. His
boss, Joel Trellis, glares up at him
from the ground.
“Today,
not
tomorrow,
Kinnamen. You need to ring the
bells.”
Crap. Had it been that long?
“Yes, sir!” Eric breathes out as he
slides down the ladder. Even through
his gloves, he can feel the heat.
Ever since fire reclaimed the
Earth, the sun refused to set. Day
was everlasting. People like Eric
and Joel were constructors. It was
their duty to create the semblance

of day and night, to keep the metal
structures from bending in on themselves, to give weather alerts and
keep civilization alive.
Eric runs to the tower. He
arrives just after the noon ring and
presses the P.A. button. There are
three rings of the announcement
bell, then his crackly, pre-recorded voice flows out of the tower’s
speaker.
He leans against the structure,
catching his breath, as his past self
informs the city of the upcoming
weather, events, and services. It is
not a bad job — in fact, Eric is very
glad for the stability it provides. But
it is relentless, there is always something to fix, somewhere to be, and he
was beginning to forget what life was
like without his visor on. He barely
spent any time at the lovely apartment the job provided, barely slept
in his own bed.
He looks out over the bustling
city. At the people who continued to
survive even when the world tried to
wipe them out. Eric was not satisfied, but maybe his job was not so
bad.
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This Week’s Crossword
By Alex Dahl

Across
1. Usually paired with “order”
4. What Liz Lemon writes for
in “30 Rock”
7. Batman villain portrayed by
Tom Hardy
8. Opposite of puppy
11. A way of cooking pasta, with
al
12. Largest city in Nebraska
and Jewel of the West
13. Sodium
14. Huge fighting game competition
16. JKL_______
17. 11th largest US Internet,
television and phone provider
19. Third largest moon of
Jupiter
20. Land of Lincoln, abbr.
21. Yesterday (Think of the
publishing date)
25. Poo, abbr.
26. A single laugh
27. Currency of Japan
29. “Yeah right!”
31. Drinking all the holy water,
for example
33. What Waluigi says
34. A river in southwestern
Africa
36. You throw these on ice to
melt it
38. Fred from Scooby Doo
wears one
39. Spanish aunts
40. You’ll see this abbreviation
in the titles of video game music
41. Cunning

Down
1. A type of network that connects computers locally
2. A stake in poker
3. A kind of beetle
4. Common boxing result
5. What a rude kid might say
when you’ve got something they
want
6. Bon Appetit employee
famous for his scoops
7. Whales do this and we don’t
know why
9. Informal word for despite
10. Sound of a little annoying
dog
11. State agency that manages
natural resources, abbr.
15. The sounds of ghosts and
ghouls
18. Oreo maker
22. When LOLs aren’t enough
23. Found between legs and
chests
24. Semi-aquatic salamanders
28. Lil ____ X
29. Abbreviation indicating an
alias
30. A British special forces
group, abbr.
32. Usually paired with “hammer”
35. Addams family cousin or a
scam college with Tech
37. _____ of the land

Last Week’s Answers

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

Horoscopes
The Signs as Characters in Monster High
By Simone Levy

Aries (March 21 - April 19) – Clawdeen Wolf
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) – Ghoulia Yelps
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) – Abbey
Bominable
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) – Lagoona Blue
Leo (July 23 - August 22) – Frankie Stein
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) – Robecca Steam
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct.22) – Cleo DeNile
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) – Sirena Von Boo
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) – Draculaura
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) – Operetta
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) – Gigi Grant
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20) – Honey Swamp
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Jack McGee

What a Game! — Asher McMullin

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Games have been an important part of
human history. From ancient times to our
times, games have evolved to reflect the values,
culture and the lives of the people who created
and played games. For me, games have been a
way to learn, explore and create things in a way
I was not able to with other forms of media.
Because of this, I decided to ask other students
about the games that have been impactful on
their lives as a way of encouraging others to
engage with this media.
Walking into the Conservatory at midnight,
one might hear the faint sounds of the viola.
Those notes are sounding off to the movements
of the bow made by none other than junior Asher
McMullin.
McMullin is a viola performance major and
originally started at Lawrence in 2015. After his
freshman year, he took off for two years on a
mission for the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints in Jacksonville, Florida. After returning, he continued his career at Lawrence. “I like
practicing between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m. because no
one else is there,” he said. “You get super sleepy,
but after you leave and head to bed, I have found
it easy to fall asleep.” Along with his major, he is
in fiddle club. He also spends time writing and
plans on participating in the up-and-coming
national novel writing month this November.
When he is not doing any of that, you may be
lucky to catch him playing tennis down by the
Fox River.
McMullin likes to see progress in the things
he does, feeling the joy of accomplishment. It
seemed almost natural to him when he brought
up “Dota 2,” a multiplayer online battle arena
(MOBA) game developed by Valve Corp. and
released in 2013. “You have like a hundred something different heroes to choose from,” he said.
“There are five people per team and you are
trying to get through the enemy team’s towers
and defenses. Every game is always different

Smailyn Nicasio

because of how many different heroes there are.”
For anyone familiar with the game “League of
Legends,” “Dota 2” is similar.
“I started playing Winter Term of freshman
year,” McMullin said. “1,800 hours later I was
like, ‘Okay, here we go.’” He became dedicated
to this game for many reasons: he found it a
good way to connect with his friends, found the
gameplay relaxing and really enjoyed seeing how
far he has progressed. “I could feel myself progressing and getting better and better,” he said.
“Even over the course of a couple days, a couple
weeks, a couple months or whatever. You could
really see the progress being made with a certain
hero or a certain role or being better at talking
to teammates, etc. In most of the other things I
do in life, like viola, tennis and writing, I do not
really see as quick of progress because it is so
gradual. With ‘Dota 2,’ I can see myself getting
better day-to-day and week-to-week.”
Seeing progress is an important motivator
in becoming better. “Dota 2” was able to give
McMullin that visible progress which helped
motivate him to continue with his other pursuits.
“‘Dota 2’ helped me push through and made
accomplishing things satisfying in general,” he
said. “In viola, it is like, ‘What are you going to
accomplish?’ You could win a competition or
something and compete once or twice a year, but
that is if you are good enough.” He continued,
“In ‘Dota 2,’ it is like, ‘I played really well and
was able to help my team in this way,’ which is a
lot more direct than viola. I win at ‘Dota 2;’ you
cannot really win at viola or writing.”
McMullin also mentioned, however, that
“if you become too focused on anything in life, it
detracts from other parts of life.” He continued,
“When playing ‘Dota 2,’ I try to make sure to only
play so much in a day or week so that I still have
the time to do other things I love in life, like viola
and writing and all that other stuff.” He clarified
this was not so much a warning about playing
“Dota 2,” but just a general statement.
So, in those concluding hours of one day
and the wee hours of the next, the sound of the
viola rang through the hallways of the Con … or
maybe some excitement in winning a match or
two of “Dota 2.”

Real Womxn’s Voices: Linnet Ramos

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The assumption that there is a universal
and singular experience as a womxn erases the
nuances and variety that exists. This column
seeks to address the many intersections that
may overlap in an individual’s life. All this is
done in an effort to celebrate the reality of womxnhood in the various ways it may be expressed.
When she was twelve, Assistant Professor
of Psychology and Codirector of the Behavioral
Neuroscience Laboratory Dr. Linnet Ramos’
father sat her down and they both took a personality test. “We determined I was a very,
very heavy Type-A personality,” Ramos recalled
happily. In the end, the test helpfully suggested
some potential careers in medicine, dentistry
and higher academia. Ramos felt something
within her resonate. A path in education was
solidifying for her, something that she had only
seen her father complete within her Puerto
Rican family.
Her father only increased his support,
working multiple jobs to fund his daughter’s
higher education. He was determined to see
her succeed, not only in life, but also in a career
that would genuinely sustain, inspire and excite
her. Her particular interest in the sciences was
affirmed later when her grandmother was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Within her family, the
disease was known only as “Old-Timer’s” until
that seemed like the official name of the diagnosis. Fruitless Google searches for the phrase
only increased her curiosity — she wanted to
understand exactly what it was. Her eventual
concentration in the study of addiction formalized as she began her Ph.D. and watched a family
relative grapple with its effects. At that point, she
wanted to do whatever she could to help.

After graduation, Ramos worked in labs
and clinics before she found her niche in teaching. It suited her personality. “I have a responsibility and a role that was assigned to me here
at Lawrence,” she said, “But, because I am
Hispanic, I have also had students ask me, ‘What
is it like to be a brown professor?’” She had never
been referred to as such, but she that knows by
virtue of her ethnicity and gender, many students of all backgrounds are eager to hear her
experiences in STEM. To her surprise, she has
become a role model. She shoulders the responsibility that comes with that role with diligence,
saying, “I am incredibly passionate about being
the best person and mentor I can be so I can be
there for the next generation.”
Ramos understands the search for relatability and honesty in these mentoring interactions. She does not always enjoy being frank,
especially at the cost of discouraging her students. But, she refuses to leave them unprepared
for the reality: it can be difficult to be a person of
color in STEM, it can be difficult to be a woman
in STEM, it can be difficult when those identities coalesce and the feeling of not belonging
persists.
When attending conferences and symposiums, however, Ramos notes the increased
presence of other Boricuas like herself at the
events. Many of these events are now held specifically to create a community for scientists of
color so they can network with each other and
be reminded that what seems impossible —
whether it be because of gender, race or ethnicity
— can be achieved.
Nevertheless, the positivity produced from
such gatherings does not always mask some visible shortcomings. At one particular conference,
Ramos was asked to speak about her experience
as a primary investigator and associate professor
of psychology. “I think I was one of six womxn
in the room out of 80 people,” she said. “That is

@TheLawrentian

Junior Asher McMullin.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Assistant Professor of Psychology and Codirector of the Behavioral Neuroscience Laboratory Dr. Linnet Ramos.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

not a lot, but it was really important for young
womxn in the field to see me in an established
position and realize they can do it too.”
The inspiration that Ramos provides as an
established figure in the field is only matched by
the sense of belonging given to her by the community. “While I was speaking to some diverse
fellows, I felt like I fit in for the very first time,”
she said. “They knew what Imposter Syndrome
was, how it felt in a white community and in
their communities. They knew the anxiety of
going back home. It felt like I found my people.”
Since moving from Puerto Rico at the age of
nine to a primarily white suburb in Connecticut
and entering the STEM field, the feeling of isola-

/Lawrentian

tion has become familiar to Ramos. Throughout
her life, she navigated those spheres and cultures
without examples to look to. According to her,
this experience has “indefinitely shaped her”
and created a person defined “by compassion,
empathy, and assertiveness.”
But, she is ready for change. Inspired by
other outreach programs and diversity fellowships, Ramos hopes to eventually create a foundation that creates spaces for diverse candidates
in major institutions. “I want to give them the
stuff that I did not have,” she said. “I want them
to have mentors they can relate to and be sent to
conferences and workshops. I just think it is so
important.”

@the_lawrentian
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This Hobby of Mine — Spencer Sweeney
Ian Findling
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Hobbies are fundamental aspects of ourselves. They help define who we are as individuals; they are the things we choose to immerse
ourselves in with what little free time we have.
This column aims to explore the vast range of
unique and interesting hobbies and pastimes
hidden within the Lawrence community, and to
grant insight into what makes each Lawrentian
unique.
Most people settle for a dog or a cat. People
wanting to spice it up might get a fish, or if they
are feeling particularly daring, a snake. They
want something docile and lovable, relatively
easy to maintain and available at all hours for
emotional support. For some people, it is not
enough. For sophomore Spencer Sweeney, it was
a hawk and more so, to become a falconer.
“Falconry is the sport of hunting with birds
of prey,” Sweeney explained. “The name, for the
most part, is a generalization; the sport encompasses more than just falcons. For example, I
have only hunted with hawks.” Stemming from
her love of raptors, or birds of prey, Sweeney
recalled what propelled her into becoming a
falconer. “I volunteered at the University of
Minnesota raptor center for a long time,” she
said. “The birds fascinated me. I always wanted
to hold them. But, you had to be 18 for this, and I
was only 14 at the time.” She continued, “I asked
how I could, and they sent me to the Minnesota
Falconry Association. There, they let me hold the
birds and told me, ‘Hey, you should be a falconer!’ So I went through the year-and-a-half long
process of building a place to keep the bird and
getting licensed. Then I went and caught one.”
A falconer does not buy their bird. As such,
the prospect of ‘owning’ their bird is a foreign
one. “Technically, you could say that you ‘own’
it,” Sweeney said. “But no one really thinks of it
that way. For a good falconer, the bird is your
partner. In most cases, they go into the wild
and capture it, but in time release it back into
the wild. It is not a pet.” However, she had not
always known this. “In the beginning, I was really excited,” she said. “Thrilled, though, looking

back on it, I had expected an idealized version of
what falconry really turned out to be. I remember getting my first hawk — her name is Flynnie
— and I thought there would be this instant
bond between us, that we would be inseparable.
But, they are wild animals.” She continued, “The
first night I had her, she was flying away from
me, hanging off my glove, her eyes wide, mouth
open, panting and stressed and biting me.” She
laughed, saying, “She did not like me at all!”
But with one or two delicious bribes,
Sweeney and Flynnie’s relationship took a turn
for the better. “It is pretty much all based off of
food,” Sweeney said. “You feed them and they
eventually learn that you are the one who gives
them food.” She continued, “Really, the birds
do not like the people at all. Some do, but if you
have a good bird, you expect the bird to work
with you. It is not going to cuddle with you. It
thinks, ‘This person gives me food,’ and that is
fine.” But, as the ancient maxim goes, not all
problems can be solved with food. “Flynnie was
a great bird, but in the end she was not suited
for falconry,” Sweeney said. “She was not suited
for captivity; she was afraid of everyone but me.
This made it hard for her to be out in groups, so
I had to go out and hunt with her alone.” She
continued, “Even then, she would not really
listen. Flynnie liked me I think more than my
second bird, but she needed to be free. Having
to release her when I thought I was going to keep
her forever, when I thought we would have this
bond, was really hard.”
“Hunting is different with every type of
bird,” Sweeney said. “I hunted with red tailed
hawks, which Flynnie and the others were.” She
described the electrifying process of hunting
with a raptor. “I usually do not feed them before
we go,” she explained. “I would take Flynnie out
of the mew, find a place by myself or with a team
and unclip her. I would throw her up into a tree
to perch and wait.” She continued, “The bird is
well trained; it will wait for you until your whole
group is ready and in line. Then, as the bird
follows you from tree to tree, your team pushes
through the area hoping to scare a rabbit from
its hiding place. As soon as the bird sees one, it
is ready to swoop down and catch it.”
“I never enjoyed the hunting part,” Sweeney
admitted. “I never enjoyed killing animals. But
the process is slower with the bird, and tougher

Sophomore Spencer Sweeney.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

to watch, so I have to do it.” But, at the heart of it
all, there was something that made it all worth it.
“It’s when everything falls into place,” Sweeney
said. “When you go out on a hunt, working as a
team — especially if your bird is in the tree and
you are the one in charge — it is just me and my
bird, acting together as one organism. It is all
connected, it is all in the moment.”
Sweeney described how she changed and
what she learned from living, nurturing and
hunting with these birds. “The responsibility was
immense,” she said. “My mom and I came to an
agreement — for both our sakes — that I would
be the one to take care of the bird. I would make
the decisions for it and I had to be there to feed
it. If I wasn’t going to be there, I would have to
make arrangements. Having that responsibility
was heavy, but it made me more able to take care
of the difficult things in my life.” She continued,
“Being a falconer, for a long time, defined who I
was. When I didn’t have falconry, it was hard to
figure out who I was. It was such an important
part of my life that it took over everything else.”
Being at college has since separated

Sweeney from falconry. As much as she misses it, the lifted responsibility has opened new
doors for her. “It has given me time to open
up and explore things I had put on the backburner, things I had forgotten about,” she said.
Hesitating, she continued, “After being away
from it, though, I don’t know if I will go back. I
do not like hunting. I like everything leading up
to the kill, but not the kill itself. But, I would like
to work with birds again. They are still such an
important part of who I am.”
Sweeney’s conclusion began with a warning. “If people want to get into it, they should
know that it is a huge commitment,” she said. “It
is not a college-time hobby. You have to be ready
to take your hawk to the hospital in the middle of
the night if it gets sick. You are living a symbiotic
relationship. But, if you are willing, you should
go online, find your state’s club and talk to the
representatives.” She continued, “Falconry is
very much a lifestyle. It is not just a hobby — it
takes up everything you have when you do it.
There are ugly parts, but there are good parts
too. It is utterly unique. And it is beautiful.”

Graphic by Max Craig.
Playlist by Allegra Taylor.
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Open Movement Jam continues
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Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Open Movement and Music
Jam is a hidden gem among events at
Lawrence. The most recent of these
monthly events was on Sunday, Oct.
27, from 12 to 1:30 p.m. in Esch
Hurvis Studio in the Warch Campus
Center. The jam opens up with everyone sitting in a circle on the floor of
the studio where they introduce themselves and are made to feel welcome in
the space. The general concept of the
jam is that it is a place to play, dance,
move or sing, in whatever form that
comes. These events are announced
through the Facebook page “Open
Movement & Music Jam,” but can
also be found on the Lawrence calendar of events. Walking down the
hall in Warch to Esch Hurvis, one
could already hear the faint sounds of
instruments being played. The visuals
in the room, though, were a shock
compared to the cello music that one
heard from afar. On the inside, there
were boomwhacker battles going
on, with highly dissonant notes of C
and D being whacked against each
other and Lecturer of Music Loren
Dempster lying on his back, wearing his cello over him as he played
whatever came to his head. The Open
Movement and Music Jam is headed
by Dempster and Instructor of Dance
Margaret Paek, with their daughter
Eleanor Dempster-Paek, 9 years old,
joining in as well. Their classes center
on collaborative creative work in the
arts, and these jams reflect the careful practice of artistry that they help
to instill in their students. Looking
around the room, one wouldn’t be
able to tell who had walked into the
room by happenstance for the first
time that day and who had attended
every meeting possible since they
began. This is because the inhibited
idea of dance is figuratively thrown
out the wide Esch Hurvis windows.
Here, it feels more like a bunch of
kids got stuck in the bodies of late
teenage people. Some lay still on the
ground, each finger in contact with
the floor, breathing in and out. Others
ran recklessly past from one end of the
room to the other. A few were even
engaging in a close contact dance with
each other, rolling and spinning and
laughing as they acted out whatever
movement came next to them. People
are invited to be just as engaged as
they feel they want to. Throughout
the jam, the music affected the dancers as well. The boomwhackers were
a particular inspiration several more
times in this jam. This time, Loren set
a leg up on a box and improvised a
song that expressed its frustration at
their noise and senior Meryl Carson
tried to mimic the strange percussive instruments as best as she could
on the flute. By the end of the jam,
the dancers and musicians in attendance realized that they had been
a part of something that was arguably very chaotic, but in a way that
was invigorating and joyful. The jam
closed with a circle once again, where
each person was urged to share what
they enjoyed about their experience.
Each response was heartening. Then,
as people packed up and put on their
layers, Dempster-Paek welcomed anyone who wanted to stay to join in her
experiment with the boomwhackers.

Members of the Lawrence community collaborate and engage in movement and music.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.
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Review: Netflix’s Bojack Horseman

Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Oct. 25, part one of the
sixth and final season of the critically acclaimed Netflix Original series
“BoJack Horseman” premiered. The
adult animated comedy-drama series,
created by Raphael Bob-Waksberg, is
set in an alternate-universe in which
human beings and anthropomorphic
animals from dogs to snails to fish
live alongside one another. Aside from
this glaring difference, the world of
“BoJack” operates in basically the
exact same way as our own. Set primarily in Hollywood, the show follows the title character, voiced by
Will Arnett, a depressed, alcoholic,
washed-up, fifty-something horse,
and former star of the fictional hit
‘90s sitcom, “Horsin’ Around.” In his
immediate orbit are the four other
protagonists, all of whom play critical
roles in BoJack’s life and character
development, while still maintaining
rich backstories of their own.
Upon the release of the first season in 2014, “BoJack” received mixed
reviews from critics and viewers alike.
The first few episodes do not necessarily have the same tone as the
majority of the episodes that follow.
At first, it reads like any other crude
adult cartoon, just another try-hard

Ursa Anderson

who once played an innocent little girl
in “Horsin’ Around,” later becomes
a wildly successful, overly-sexualized
pop-star and, further down the road,
a mentally unstable drug addict. Her
character feels heavily inspired by
celebrities like Lindsay Lohan and
Amanda Bynes and is used to criticize
the toxic environments child stars are
engulfed in from a young age and the
repercussions this kind of upbrining
has in later life. In the third episode
of the most recent season, massive
corporations like Amazon and Disney
are ridiculed for being thinly-veiled
near-monopolies headed by men who
seem to have gone “mad with power”
when, in a threatening meeting with
the founder of the fictional company
WhiteWhale, it is revealed that a new
law has been passed that allows billionaires to commit murder.
“BoJack Horseman” is unprecedented in the way it manages time
and time again to, confront the deeply
tragic aspects of living as a human
within the context of a sometimes
comedically absurd world. In its latest season, the show continues to do
this, perhaps now with even a slight
increase of skill. Part two of the final
season will be released on Jan. 31,
2020 — plenty of time to catch up
before the (likely heartbreaking) conclusion will be revealed.

to arrange a How To Make a Zine class
for those interested in the creative
process that goes into constructing a
zine and want to try it out for themselves.
The IlLUstrator team has really
come together in the past year to
form a solidified group. Senior Claire
Zimmerman was working hard at
the beginning of last year to run the
club. She ran club meetings, posted
advertising and planned IlLUstrator
layouts, as well as printed and distributed finished products. It was a
demanding leadership position, but
as the year went on, the community started to grow and now there
is a great foundation for the club.
Sophomores Rita Murphy and Grace
Stahl have made notable contributions to the IlLUstrator, and between
the two of them and Zimmerman, they
make up the three presidents.
The IlLUstrator is really about
creating an art community that is
playful and fun that takes a step back
from the academic art world. As Stahl
puts it, “We’re trying to create a community where we can be silly and talk
about art, and how that type of art is
just as important and impactful as art
that is talked about in an academic

setting — specifically comics and cartoons because those are often looked
down on and thought to be stupid, but
they actually have a ton of value.” The
IlLUstrator rebukes academic and
institutional ideas what “real” art is
by including doodles and comics and
insisting they are just as important as
any other work, wielding a power that
does not get the credit that it deserves.
The Illustrator is trying to shine a
light on works like this to show how
important it is and get students’ work
out into the world.
After finished zines are printed,
copies are distributed all over campus. They can be found in every dorm
and academic building and in Warch
Campus Center for those who are
looking for a copy. Keep a lookout
during the next few weeks for the Fall
Term edition.
If you want to secure a copy, you
can always email theillustratorlu@
gmail.com with your SPC. For those
who are looking to submit work, the
IlLUstrator takes submissions up until
usually around the fifth week of every
term, so while it is too late for this
term, keep your eyes out this winter
for their ads! Submissions should be
sent to theillustratorlu@gmail.com.

and AC/DC and Clash roadie Andrew
Bond, creator of the Electraglide, an
unusual and electronically complex
guitar inspired by Asian and Middle
Eastern instruments and made from
a single piece of carbon fiber plastic.
Much more politically driven was the
design of the USSR Rostov Stella: as
electric guitars boomed in popularity
at the height of the Cold War in the
1960s, the USSR was unwilling to
replicate Western designs or import
U.S. guitars. The Soviet models were
characterized by industrial strength
construction, bulky metal components and black finish, though most
models were discontinued with the
dissolution of the USSR and guitars
from the United States and Japan
entered the region.
Of the instruments featured,
many show the evolution of the electric guitar in the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s
as well as contemporary experiments
such as 3D printed and pine electric
guitars of the 2010s, but the exhibit
also displays stringed instruments
from periods as early as 1400 A.D.
One of the earliest instruments resembling the modern guitar is the Iberian
vihuela, which could be played by
plucking, strumming or bowing. Other
early string instruments include the
lute and mandolin as well as lesserknown instruments such as the South
American charango, whose soundbox is constructed from an armadillo

shell. Animal shells and bones had
been used in instruments for thousands of years, but the unique benefit
of the armadillo shell is that its ridged
flexibility allows the soundbox to be
reshaped to alter the sound.
The guitar exhibit explores not
only historical and musical perspectives on guitars and their craft, but
also scientific explanations. The
exhibition features a display on the
physics of rock guitar by a Ph.D. in
rock acoustics, in addition to the
world’s largest playable electric guitar, a 43.5 foot long experiment engineered by the Academy of Science
and Technology in Houston, Texas,
as a replica of the Gibson Flying V to
explore electromagnetism and engineering. The superlative was certified by the Guinness Book of World
Records in 2001, and the guitar has
toured the country ever since.
Upcoming events at the museum
include “Stories from the Wreckage”
on Monday, Nov. 11, from 5:30-7:30
p.m. by Lawrence alumnus Dr. John
Odin Jensen ‘87. Drawing upon the
archeological and historic research
from his new book, Jensen will tell
the history of Wisconsin’s historic
shipwrecks and explain the Wisconsin
Historical Society’s role in preserving
North America’s underwater history.
More information is available on the
museum’s website.

Spotlight: The IlLUstrator

Staff Writer

______________________________________

To all those Lawrentians seeking
a place to get their art out into the
world, the Lawrence IlLUstrator is the
community for you! The IlLUstrator
is a student-run art magazine — a
zine if you will — compiled of comics and graphic narratives done by
Lawrence students. Not only does the
IlLustrator put out an issue every
term, but they also collaborate with
other organizations to put on gallery
shows on campus like The Uncovered
Art Show that took place last year.
The club’s goal is to foster a creative
environment amongst the stress of
everyday school life where students
can read graphic novels or make art in
peace. They want art to be accessible
to all and celebrated.
The IlLUstrator was revamped
Fall Term of the 2018-2019 school
year, and they have plans to expand
their impact over the course of this
year. Recently, they were at the
Wellness Fair, where theyput on a
group project. They asked people to
draw what they were thankful for and
then put it on a gratitude tree that the
club had made. Next term, they plan

Erin O’Brien

attempt at edgy comedy — many audience members are put off by their
initial impression, abandoning the
show before they can get to its turning
point, which arguably comes around
the seventh episode, when BoJack
goes on his first on-screen epic bender, and the depths of his childhood
trauma and subsequent addictions
start to reveal themselves. From this
point forward, the narrative becomes
primarily focused on both ongoing
and brief stories of trauma, addiction, depression, abuse, death and
the human condition in and of itself.
The brilliantly written characters and
dialogue make discussion and representation of these topics feel genuine,
often resonating to the point of evoking a physical reaction — laughter,
an anxious stomach-churning, sometimes actual tears.
Seeing as it is set in an alternate
reality, the writers of “BoJack” have
significant leeway to satirize certain
elements of our world without it feeling too on-the-nose. They regularly
make fun of a hip, BuzzFeed-like
blog/magazine called “GirlCroosh,”
founded by an already filthy-rich
mouse named Stefani who is not
“doing this to make money” but to
“extend [her] personal brand as a real
down-to-earth chica who cares about
real women.” An important side character, Sarah Lynn (Kristen Schaal),

Spotlight: Houdini Museum

Staff Writer

______________________________________

For Lawrentians interested in
the off-campus attractions available
in Appleton, the History Museum
at the Castle is a hidden gem. The
museum is currently featuring exhibitions on Appleton residents Harry
Houdini and Joseph McCarthy as well
as a nationally travelling exhibit titled
“Guitar: The Instrument That Rocked
the World.”
The guitar exhibit, in town
through Jan. 2020, is a compelling
attraction regardless of your interests.
The series explores the history, science and cultural impact of the guitar
and displays more than 70 instruments and artifacts, as well as photographs, hands-on STEM interactives
and video displays.
Culture and even politics can be
the driving influences behind music
and design. The electric guitar’s popularity was due to not only a new
realm of sonic possibilities, but also
aesthetic changes. As electric guitars
emerged and grew in esteem, luthiers
experimented with extreme designs.
Important groundbreaking luthiers
in the stylistic arena featured in the
exhibit include Bernardo Chavez Rico,
aka B.C. Rich, creator of the 1978
10-string guitar Rich Bich used by Joe
Perry, Rick Derringer and Lita Ford;

A Pair of Nifities:
Adapting IP

Liam Wood
Columnist

______________________________________

The immortal Frank Rich, King
of Broadway, once ruled the white
way with an iron pen. His reviews
could topple comedies, decimate dramas or mark even the lowliest moose
murder-esque play a world-beater.
Until one day came along his only
weakness: a French nerd with a furry
fetish. The Broadway musical version of “Beauty and the Beast” got
the same amount of good reviews
as Donald Trump would have had
wives if he weren’t rich. It attracted
the ire of nearly every critic like feces
attracts flies, and normally this would
shutter a Broadway production immediately. But something was different.
After the reviews came out, the box
office sales exploded and thus began
the great shift of musicals away from
critical acclaim and towards low-risk,
well known intellectual properties
(IP). These shows, like “Aladdin,”
“Spiderman: Turn off the Dark” and
“The SpongeBob Musical” are putrid
and drain Broadway of creativity. I
could trash talk these for days, taking you on a guided tour of my many
issues with Disney on Broadway. And
maybe one day, if we happen to be
sitting on a seven hour transatlantic
flight together, you will be forced to.
But today, I want to give major props
to a show based on an enormous piece
of IP: “A Very Potter Musical.”
“A Very Potter Musical” (AVPM)
became an internet sensation in
the late 2010s, launching several
of the creator’s careers and generating universal acclaim. I sat down
with Prescribed Escape Production’s
(PEP) “Rocky Horror Picture Show”
Director, Mary Grace Wagner, to
peruse the annals of this show’s history and try to cogitate our way towards
a thesis explaining why this musical
is so different from other IP productions. “This show is nuts,” she said.
“Written by a bunch of theatre students at the University of Michigan in
2009, they combined the plots from
around four of the books, wrote some
of the songs about a day before the
show opened and included a wizarding school called Pigfarts, located on
Mars.” The main difference between
J.K. Rowling’s original Harry Potter
books and this hastily composed comedy musical are the liberties the creators took with the original property.
Compared to a rendition more faithful to the original property, perhaps
based on one of the books, this show
blows those versions out of the water.
AVPM features all the characters of
the books, plot points from across

the series, but isn’t an adaptation so
much as it takes the world of Harry
Potter and crafts a story out of that
world’s elements. In that way, AVPM
is not just a role model for Broadway
musical adaptions of IP, but for single-event adaptions of episodic IP.
Imagine how “The Last Airbender”
movie adaption of a cartoon movie
would have been better if the creators
had approached it like AVPM. But
AVPM has a huge advantage over all
other adaptations. That secret weapon? “This show was made by a bunch
of kids,” Mary Grace chuckled as she
related the story of the musical’s genesis. “Basically, a bunch of kids hanging out were like, ‘Hey, this would be
funny,’ and then just threw the thing
together. They didn’t have the rights,
they didn’t have songs, they didn’t
even have a script when they started
advertising the show. I mean, if you
think about it, it’s a very Lawrence
thing to do. Get together a bunch of
friends, say, ‘Hey, we’re gonna commit to doing this random thing.’” A
slapdash affair it may have started
as, but it morphed into a well-crafted
production, and part of the reason for
that may have stemmed from their
lacking the rights. They had no obligation to be faithful to the original,
an obligation which can become a
manacle around other IP adaptations.
But the paucity of pressure on a collection of college students performing
a passion project parody enabled an
unparalleled level of creative freedom.
“The result,” said Mary Grace, “is a
love child between Monty Python and
‘High School Musical.’”
For those who have followed
my articles, you could probably have
guessed the thesis of this article after
the first few sentences. Disney is terrible, Disney is a cancer on the creative capabilities of Broadway’s talent,
the best way to adapt a property is by
doing something insane with it — the
best way to write anything is to write
something insane. That is the reason
I loved “Kiss Me Kate,” that is the reason I dumped on the “Rocky Horror”
remake. It should be noted, however,
that this method of adaptation has a
weakness. Since it uses the IP’s world
as its base, it relies on audiences
already having knowledge of the IP.
Much of the humor in AVPM would
make no sense to someone who has
not read or watched Harry Potter.
But that said, this show by a bunch
of uppity punk students stands as a
testament to the creative potential
of adaptations and as inspiration to
Lawrentians to be crazy.
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Staff Editorial:
PG&E must be stopped
On November 8, 2018, the most devastating wildfire in California history tore through the town
of Paradise and countless other communities near it. Within four hours, 85 people were confirmed
dead and tens of thousands of others had lost everything. An entire town was wiped off the map.
When the smoke cleared, the origin of the fire was discovered. An electric line owned by the Pacific
Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) had failed and sparked the blaze that was fueled by unusually dry
conditions due to climate change.
PG&E has held a monopoly over gas and electric power in the northern two-thirds of
California for decades. The company has a disturbing history of misusing funds. In 2012, an audit by
the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) found that PG&E had collected over $100 million
in money meant for gas safety and operations from its customers and diverted it to profit for stockholders and bonuses for executives.
This report was spurred by a 2010 PG&E natural gas pipeline explosion that killed eight people
and destroyed 38 homes in San Bruno. The company was forced to pay hundreds of millions of
dollars to the victims and their families, as well as a fine from the CPUC. However, no real change
came from this incident, because a 2018 investigation by the CPUC discovered that since 2010, the
company has consistently been falsifying data related to the marking of natural gas pipelines.
PG&E’s history of corruption and disregard for public safety has lead to multiple devastating
wildfires in the state of California in the past few years. The company has faced multiple bankruptcies yet continues to operate and abuse the monopoly it holds over 16 million people in northern
California. Now, in 2019, the company has begun enacting multiple days-long power outages during
periods of high fire risk to compensate for its failure to maintain its own infrastructure. Customers
are left without power and with poor communication from the company as to how long they’ll be
in the dark. Interestingly, the most wealthy areas, like Silicon Valley, won’t face any outages. PG&E
shows their hand here of who they are beholden to, and who they care about.
Wealthy people don’t need the protections that the rest of us need desperately, and yet they get it
anyway. It is not difficult to see this issue as an example of one of the larger issues of climate change:
that those causing the most damage don't feel the most impact. The people least responsible for
causing climate change bear the brunt of its impacts. Air and water pollution affect the most vulnerable people in the country, such as in poor cities like Flint, MI, or in Native American communities
as evidenced by the Dakota Access Pipeline. The entire population of Paradise, California, a town
with a median household income only slightly above the poverty line, was displaced while the PG&E
continues to collect money from the people it victimized with its negligence.
These social problems will only become more apparent in the coming decades as we face further
consequences of climate change. It is urgent that we act to reign in massive corporations that work
above the law.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.
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A senior’s non-advice
Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Looking back as a senior, it
is very easy to see all the mistakes I have made and all the
things I would tell a small firstyear Mara. It seems like everyone
has a list of things to tell their
past self — what to avoid and better things to do. Because we have
no access to this younger self, we
instead turn to the young selves
currently in the process around
us, offering wisdom to them so
that they might avoid our mistakes. Not only is this patronizing,
but it also assumes we have some
secret that, if that first-year simply understood, would save them
from many regrets. Advice can be
helpful and necessary in our lives
— I will never dispute that — but
the idea of saving people from
regret based on our advice is just
something that has not sat well
with me recently.
If I am completely honest
with myself, I can see that every
mistake I made led me to all my
realizations, something that we all
acknowledge under the surface.
But despite knowing this fact, we
rush to offer advice on every topic
a first-year might encounter.
Take, for example, relationships. Reaching college for the
first time, it seemed like everyone
rushed to find a significant other
— myself included. Looking back,
there is an instinct to tell my
younger self to wait, slow down
and just stay away from that area.
It was messy, it was hard and
it was sad. But it also made me
confront my sexuality for the first
time and realize how I identified.
I also have a hunch that if anyone
had offered that advice, I would
not have listened anyway.
I might also be tempted to

tell myself that my friend group
would have a massive overhaul and that I should branch
out sooner rather than later. But
though I lost some, the friends
that survived a sophomore-year
break up are still going strong.
Once again, I also probably would
not have listened.
In the same way that older
adults love to give unsolicited
advice, we older students I think
like it just as much. But though
wisdom from a close and meaningful friend or partner or guardian can be instrumental in our
lives, a senior sitting here writing
an article about how you should
take it slow and branch out is
about as useless as and sometimes less helpful than nothing.
And yes, the same goes for
you, wise older adults. Though I
am sure you have a lot to share
coming from someone older, it is
not enough for anyone to want to
take it. You also have to wonder
whether they should. Had I taken
all my advice who knows where I
would have ended up? Would you
be yourself if you had taken all of
your brimming advice? I would
argue not.
I guess what I am trying to
say is that I recognize my mistakes. Both in giving advice and
also in my life in general. But
those mistakes were inevitable
and I love who they made me
into. There is no way to avoid mistakes and a wealth of advice from
strangers certainly will not save
you or deter a younger — and yes,
slightly dumber — self. So in the
meantime, offer advice to those
you love and who ask for it and
keep the rest to yourself. Because
patronizing is never a good look,
and every single person always
has a whole lot more learning to
do.

Life at Lawrence: Breaking out of the bubble

Zach Fithian
Columnist

Welcome back from reading period, everyone. It seems
like every time sixth week swings
around, it is just the right time
for a long weekend to decompress
and recharge before the last few
stressful weeks of term, hence
why many people go home after
classes on Wednesday.
However, if you are, like
me, in the approximately 7%
of the Lawrence student body
that does not live in Wisconsin,
Chicagoland or the Twin Cities,
taking a break from studies can
only be so healing when you are
still trapped on campus. After all,
when you are on your break from
The Grind™, it’s not exactly relaxing to sip your morning coffee in
the same spot where you were
writing three papers until 2 a.m.
a few days ago. Thus, I urge you
to take your reading periods to go

on an adventure! Try something
new! Whatever you do, get out of
Appleton! Big and small, here are
some ideas for your next vacation.
For those with limited transportation or small windows
of open time, plan a day trip!
Although Wisconsin may not be
the most bustling, busy place,
there are still many attractions
around. When I’ve been feeling
cooped up on campus, I find that I
benefit most from getting in touch
with nature, and there are quite a
few places where one can access
that in a two-hour-drive radius.
Only about 20 minutes away is
High Cliff State Park, which has
peaceful trails and, believe it or
not, high cliffs perfect for your
next Instagram post. Further
away is Rib Mountain Park over
by Wausau with long paths to
walk and an observation tower at
the top of the climb with a stellar view (highly recommend getting there around sunset). And of

course, what would a list of nature
attractions in Wisconsin be without a mention of Door County? A
trip to Bjork is an easy way of getting up there, but if you just want
a day trip, try visiting Algoma for
a walk along the lake shoreline.
These trips are all quick and simple, but very satisfying. They may
not keep you away from the hustle
and bustle of student life for long,
but the experience will be worth it
in the end.
If you have a little more
time on your hands, go bolder
than a short there-and-back trip!
Lawrence is not too far from the
big cities, as I mentioned before,
so see if you can spend a weekend
exploring your urban landscape
of choice. Right behind the city
center is the Greyhound station,
and although buses are limited,
there’s usually a route that can
fit your schedule to Milwaukee,
Chicago or the Twin Cities. And
if you have friends in these plac-

es, see if they can help you out!
Transportation and housing are
not always cheap, especially if you
do not have the opportunity to
plan far ahead, so think about
who you are close to and see if
they will be willing to lend a hand
(do try to compensate them somehow though). While you are in
the city, go try new foods, see
museums that interest you, or
just walk around and live like a
local! Escape routine and enjoy
the break in your usual pattern.
If you are really feeling
adventurous for reading period,
take the plunge and really go
way out there! Now, international travel (with the exception of
Canada and maybe Mexico) is not
what I have in mind, but take a
plane somewhere exciting! Pack
your bathing suit and go see one
of the coasts, don your hiking
books and climb the mountains in
the West or lose yourself in New
York, Washington D.C. or San

Francisco. These are certainly not
cheap, and often time-intensive,
but if you think you need it, make
it happen! You can save up some
money working during the term
or over your breaks, and if you
need to stay for longer than four
days, what are one or two missed
classes? Everyone deserves mental health days and this is just
one of the forms they can take.
Of course, do not get too carried away — some trips are better
saved for breaks or certain seasons — but if it works for you, take
advantage of the opportunity!
Perhaps this article would
have served better if published
prior to reading period, but right
now reading period is fresh on
your mind, and you can accurately think about the break and what
you need out of it. Take some time
this weekend to brainstorm what
you want to do for the winter and
even for the spring; your future
self will not regret it.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Fifty Shades of Capital: I don’t want your gross emails
Gendered labor
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Nero Grok-Gallagher

Columnist
__________________________________

There are many facets of our
social reality influenced by global capitalism; this series serves
to highlight the ever-expanding
market’s effect on our daily lives.
From Bon-App to the environment, capitalism has generated
numerous negative consequences
around the world.
Several weeks ago, I discussed the displacement of peasants and their subsequent lifetime
of laboring for the benefit of a
capitalist. There is a missing, but
equally important, component of
capitalism that deserves an article
of its own. Along with the productive laborers who create commodities through the means of
production, there is the reproductive workforce as well. Without
women, who have been forcefully
drafted into this role, there would
be much less exploitable surplus
value. The patriarchy, and all the
detrimental effects associated
with it, results from this gendered
division of labor.
Following the transformation from production for use to
production for exchange came
the exploitation of labor productivity by those who controlled
exchange. Furthermore, money
“allowed the fetishistic absurdity whereby relations among
people appeared to them as relations among things,” according
to the article “Interpreting the
Origins of Gender Inequality” by
feminist anthropologist Eleanor
Leacock. These two phenomena

Luther Abel

developed a society that values,
even fetishizes, commodities
above the laborers that produce
them; out of this emerged exploitation in the production process
as well as in the family. Rather
than extended families and kin
groups collaborating as a communal whole, capitalist societies divide us into economic units
through heteronormative nuclear
families. Consequently, men sell
themselves in the production process and women are relegated to
domestic labor at home.
Remember that patriarchal
systems emerged much earlier
than capitalism, yet they still
coincided with the development
of private property as a means of
controlling and passing agricultural surplus down the patriline.
More importantly, capitalism
benefits from and reinforces these
gendered divisions of production.
As Leacock writes, “The fact that
domestic work could be separated
from a public sphere and assigned
to women as the wards of men
assured to an upper class the
reproduction and maintenance of
workers through socially unremunerated — i.e. slave — labor.”
The time and work that goes
into housekeeping, bearing and
raising children, cooking and the
associated emotional labor comes
at no cost to the capitalist, ultimately ushering in more profit.
This system reinforces gender
inequality by forcing men and
women into unfair roles. Men are
expected to be breadwinning providers for their families, laboring day and night without much

One day, way back when the
dinosaurs had just been killed
by a giant meteor, there were
some cavemen sitting around a
fire. Obviously, their means of
entertainment was limited seeing as they were mainly focused
on just surviving every day of
their lives. But nevertheless, one
of the cavemen decided to share
with his fellow big-headed ones
a story to help pass the time in
between exciting events like finding food, eating it and pretending
there was anything like personal
hygiene back then. The cavemen
had already established a series
of guttural grunts and sounds to
associate with certain concepts,
but today this caveman decided
to up his storytelling game. Much
to the amazement of his friends,
he took some dirt or charcoal or
something and drew a shape on
the wall (probably of a platypus
that tried to maul his leg off). This
shape became a part of his story
as he defined it using their spoken
dialect — and from there language
took on a written form.
Okay so maybe that was not
exactly what went down a couple
thousand years ago, but my point
is the addition of a written form
of language is exciting and probably made whoever started it, like,
super popular within their cavemen group. There is something
special about writing, a beauty
within the shared symbols that
we can use to communicate our
thoughts and emotions to people
all over the globe.
Now you may be thinking,
first of all, that I would make a
horrible historian, which is argu-

able because historians use their
personal interpretations of past
events as factual information all
the time, and that I am probably one of those hipster English
major types who owns a typewriter and constantly rages about
the purity of the pen over the
keyboard. But you are wrong! I
mean, I am an English major, and
I do actually own a typewriter and
I love it and even brought it to
campus at one point, but it turns
out other people do not enjoy the
constant clicking noises of such a
great machine like I do. Okay, and
I do think the pen is much truer
to the pure beautiful form of writing, and I personally think using a
keyboard to convey your thoughts
is pretty lame.
But at least I am willing to
admit at times the keyboard must
be used due to the technological advancements of our times
and my professors wanting neatly
printed essays over my mistakefilled ones from my typewriter —
no backspace or delete button on
those bad boys. I will say, though,
that although emails serve a purpose because they are quick and
efficient and have spell check, I
think they are super lame, and I
hope I never get an email from
you, dear reader.
If you ever wish to contact me
about things such as how to never
wear matching socks — a skill I
proudly admit I have mastered for
going on 12 years now — or how
many stickers to put on your computer cover — the answer is all the
stickers obviously — or even how
to drive stick — not for the faint of
heart — then please understand I
only take written requests. And
by written I mean those beautiful

ancient creatures that have been
misused and forgotten by society.
They are the only true way to ask
your friend over for tea using a
business once majestically called
“The Pony Express” that is now
going bankrupt. Yes, I am talking
about hand-written letters.
There is something so special
about receiving a hand-written
letter in the mail. Not only does
it show that someone somewhere
cares about you, but also that
they care enough to sit down and
personally write you, rather than
just typing you some gross, uncultured email. Letters are magical.
The whole process — from picking
the paper and pen to use that day
to finding an envelope and stamp,
but not licking the envelope – that
is nasty, to opening your mailbox and seeing something other
than disgusting reminders from
Lawrence that you owe them
money laying there — is a beautiful process.
Letter writing is amazing,
and it needs to become a thing
that we do all the time again. It
is a meaningful way to connect
with the people around you, and
it also shows you parts of them an
email never could — like how bad
their handwriting and spelling
are! There is something so much
more meaningful about a letter
from someone that says “hey your
pretty cute” versus a message you
get on your phone at 2 a.m. that
says the same thing. So in conclusion, to anyone who ever wishes
to contact me about anything,
please understand I only accept
letters and also food and monetary donations are acceptable if
enclosed with the letter.

What in the World:
Ol’ Cock-and-Bull Elizabeth Warren

Columnist
_________________________________

Why do politicians lie? Why
do they play so loosely-goosely
with the truth? They do so for all
the reasons we lie to each other
on a daily basis. We lie to make
people like us, to make people do
— or think — what we want them
to and occasionally just to see
if anyone will call us out on our
fabrications in a self-indulgent
power move. Is it a shock that
putting a dozen narcissistic cynics
on a debate stage may result in
some less than truthful anecdotes
or promises? Not particularly.
But why bring up Elizabeth
Warren’s name? She was a
Harvard Law School professor, is
a front-runner in the Democratic
primaries and seems to have a
plan for just about anything you
could shake a stick at. Impressive
credentials on the surface, to be
sure. Unfortunately, she also has
a strained relationship with the
truth, and it would seem this
straining always comes out to her
advantage. Shall we take a quick
tour of her various deceits and
gross exaggerations?

Our first stop on our E.
Warren Tour of Falsehoods is her
exaggeration — to her professional benefit — of Cherokee ancestry.
“But Luther!” you say, “She does
have some Cherokee ancestry!”
If you count an ancestor of six to
10 generations ago as sufficient
ancestry to merit such a claim,
then I am a Spaniard six generations removed and will begin
commandeering Dutch Sloops in
the name of Queen Rocasolano
of Spain.
But perhaps she used this
specious claim only among
friends and it in no way advanced
her career? It would appear not,
being referred to as a “person of
color” by staff at Harvard with the
Fordham Law Review describing her as Harvard Law’s “First
Woman of Color” to be hired.
This came at a time (1991) when
Harvard Law was under pressure
from the state of Massachusetts to
be more diverse in its hiring. She
also used her supposed heritage
on the State Bar in Texas, answering the questionnaire’s racial
query with “American Indian.”
The Cherokee Nation has asked
for an apology and received one

from Warren for these exaggerative claims. Let us carry on with
this tour elsewhere, there are still
so many fibs to get to!
Do you like cookbooks?
I like cookbooks. Do you know
who likes cooking cookbook
submissions with plagiarized
recipes? Elizabeth Warren. In
the problematically titled “Pow
Wow Chow” cookbook, Warren’s
submissions are near-identical
to previous recipes from Better
Homes and Gardens and those
of a French chef by the name of
Henri Soule. It seems she was too
busy with her research on medical
bankruptcies to spare a minute to
concoct her own omelette with
crab meat recipe.
Unfortunately, she has misled about various aspects of
motherhood as well. Her claim in
2011 that she was the “first nursing mother to take the bar exam
in the state of New Jersey” is completely unsubstantiated. The bar
has existed in New Jersey since
1895 and there is no proof that
she was the first mother, explicitly, to be nursing and taking the
bar. Her campaign says as much
when asked about the statement

with their reply, “Elizabeth was
making a point about the very
serious challenges she faced as a
working mom — from taking an
all-day bar exam when she was
still breastfeeding to finding work
as a lawyer that would accommodate a mom with two small
children.” A common practice on
the left is to use a mistruth by a
politician to speak to a “larger
truth.”
We see this practice of fabrication in the service of greater
truth again when Warren left
her teaching job in 1971. She had
taught for one year and, according
to the minutes from the school
board, was offered a second-year
contract. According to an interview in 2007, Warren speaks of
voluntarily leaving her place of
employment all those years ago
with no mention of her contract
being terminated due to pregnancy.
It is only when her aspirations of higher political office
come in more recently that the
story undergoes a revision, where
Warren says, “When I was 22 and
finishing my first year of teaching, I had an experience millions

of women will recognize. By June
I was visibly pregnant — and
the principal told me the job I’d
already been promised for the
next year would go to someone
else.”
Here again, the mention
of the “experience millions of
women will recognize” is a call
to a larger truth. Just because
another woman was unjustly let
go from her place of employment
does not make Warren’s account
true, no matter how much she
may try.
Does it matter if Warren lies?
It matters to me, but perhaps you
compare her to President Trump
— who himself is no savant of
truth — and she does not seem all
that bad. Entirely your call. Just
please do keep in mind politicians
are not saviors or heroes, nor
should we think of them as such.
In the words of Shakespeare’s
King Lear, “That way madness
lies.”
Thank you for reading. I can
be contacted with feedback, ire
and positivity at abell@lawrence.
edu.
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What do you plan to dress up as for Halloween?
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at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
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“I dont know.”
-- Shelby Johnson

““ A flower pot.”
-- Taneya Garcia

“I’m dressing up as Lady Loki from
the Marvel comics. I made my own
armor for Comic-Con.”
-- Eliana Whitehouse
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“A geologist.”
-- Ayush Joshi

“Korean comedian, Yu Jae Seok.”
-- Wenshu Wang

“I don’t actually know.”
-- Zoey Rickerd
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time off to spend time with family
and friends, whereas women are
subjected to domestic labor with
little compensation, autonomy,
spending power or opportunity.
In many families, women are
obligated to take on several jobs
alongside housekeeping, a certainly exhausting lifestyle.
The gendered division of
labor becomes an increasingly
complex issue when we factor in
transness, non-binary genders
and sexualities beyond the heteronormative. These identities
paint a much more fluid representation of variation in gender
and sexual expression than the
white supremacist, capitalist,
patriarchal logic allows. Without
a labor divide between the men
and women in a family, how are
we to maintain an economically
viable society? If everyone works,
everyone will become exhausted;
if no one works, then production ceases and the economy collapses. Of course, the politics of
these issues are not framed in this
way. Popular bigotry narratives
cite divine creation or nature as
deeming humans a certain way,
but of course hegemonic cultural
values always shift to justify capitalist logic; such is the case with
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slavery, manifest destiny and war.
These justifications serve to corral people into — or even exclude
them from — a set ideal: the heteronormative, white, middle-class
nuclear family.
Keeping these inequalities
in mind, what solution should
we turn to? Workplace equality
among both genders? Fair opportunity in marriage, gender expression and family? These are certainly important to achieve but
are also very narrow in focus.
Sure, it is great when you have
more CEOs, presidents or general
leaders of a non-normative identity — representation matters — yet
these victories mean very little for
most people in society: the 99%
who will continue to work their
asses off trying to make a living.
Labor under capitalism is pretty
dreary to begin with, so equality
in that regard is not exactly the
best outcome. If we pretend that
breaking the glass ceiling is where
the struggle for peace, security
and opportunity stops, we are
selling ourselves short. There
needs to be a massive upheaval of
the unequal labor relations inherent to capitalist society if we want
everyone on the gender spectrum
to lead a fulfilling life. Whatever
post-capitalist system we envision
is up to everyone, not just a single
person or ideology, to determine
together.

